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caused "fundamental" and "structural" changes to the arbitral process.l22 Class-

wide arbitration sacrifices much of the informality that bilateral arbitration allows. 

It requires an arbitrator to decide whether to certify a class and whether a plaintiff 

sufficiently represents the class. These decisions are time consuming and require 

specialized knowledge that an arbitrator may not have.123 Like class litigation, 

class arbitration must follow many special procedural rules.124 The extent to 

which these differences change the nature of arbitration frustrate the goals and 

purposes of the FAA.12S 

This case is similar in some ways. By finding an arbitration agreement 

enforceable but refusing to enforce a waiver of public injunctive relief, this court 

is exposing Citi to the possibility of an adverse award to which it did not consent. 

But unlike imposing class-wide arbitration, this result does not fundamentally 

impede arbitration. Hudson will arbitrate as an individual party. Allowing an 

arbitrator to decide a private attorney general claim does not require the arbitrator 

to consider absent parties nor does the arbitrator have to follow class arbitration 

rules. Citi encourages Hudson to pursue her injunction claim on an individual 

122 Id. (citations omitted), 

123 Id. at 1750-52. 

124 Id. 

125 Id. at 1753. 
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basis, which demonstrates Citi's faith that the arbitral forum is equipped to decide 

this issue. There is no reason that an arbitrator could not decide the issue and 

decide to.enjoin and correct Citi's alleged unlawful behavior as to all consumers. 

Further, if the arbitrator awards Hudson relief, !he court may take responsibility 

for enforcing the relief.126 

The Concepcion Court also considered that "class arbitration greatly 

increases risks to defendants" by exposing them to liability for damages to "tens of 

thousands of potential claimants" with less rigorous review than in a judicial 

forum.127 Granted, the sIlIkes here may be higher for Citi than they would be if the 

arbitral forum limited Hudson's possible relief to redress of her individual alleged 

wrongS.128 But UTPA's private attorney general provision creates these higher 

sIlIkes and companies doing business in Alaska are, or should be, aware that 

126 9 U.S.C. § 13 (a court may enforce ajudgment confirming an arbitral award "as 
if it had been rendered in an action in the court in which it is entered. "); ALASKA 
STAT. §§ 09.43.490 (A person may request judicial confirmation of arbitral 
award), 09.43.520 (A court may enforce an order confirming an arbitration award 
"as any other judgment in a civil action."). 

127Id. at 1752. 

1211 The higher stakes result is not a foregone conclusion because if Hudson is 
successful on her claim individually, other similarly situated consumers who learn 
of the arbitral· award may argue that the Hudson award collaterally estops Citi 
from arguing a position different from the Hudson award. See State Farm Mut. 
Auto. Ins. Co. v. Dowdy, 111 P.3d 337,343 (Alaska 2005). 
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private citizens may hold them accountable in this manner and that UTP A makes 

this right non-waivable. 

This case also differs from Kilgore. In Kilgore, the plaintiffs argued that an 

arbitration agreement's waiver of a private attorney general claim rendered the 

agreement unenforceable. The Kilgore plaintiffs invoked a state decisional rule 

that prohibited arbitration of public injunctive relief claims and required a judicial 

forum for those c1aims.129 Here, the court finds that the UTP A does not prohibit 

arbitration of a private attorney general claim under the UTP A. It finds the 

Arbitration Agreement enforceable. Unlike the Ninth Circuit, this court believes 

that the arbitral forum is equipped to hear Hudson's private attorney general claim 

and award public injunctive relief ifwarranted. 13D 

A California Court of Appeal case supports this conclusion by 

distinguishing class action and private attorney general claims and finding that 

even post-Concepcion the FAA does not preempt the latter. In Brown v. Ralph's 

Grocery Company, a plaintiff employee brought a class action against her 

employers as well as a state Private Attorney General Act (P AGA) claim-despite 

129 Kilgore, 2012 WL 718344, at *10. 

13D See id. at *7 (expressing skepticism that the arbitral forum is equipped to 
handle public injunction relief). 
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waiving these claims per an arbitration agreement. !31 The trial coun denied the 

employer's motion to compel individual arbitration. On appeal, post-Concepcion, 

the California Comt of Appeal found that Concepcion mandated reversal of the 

trial court's invalidation of the class action waiver but not the court's ruling on the 

P AGA waiver. The Brown court reasoned that while class actions primarily seek 

monetary damages, private attorney general claims allow an individual to act as a 

proxy for the state to reform illegal conduct. 131 Though policy considerations are 

not material to FAA preemption, the court also explained that private attorney 

general claims are less procedurally demanding than class actions.133 

The Brown court found that Concepcion did not address private attorney 

general claims and that these claims do not frustrate the FAA. It resolved to 

maintain this position under California law "[u]ntil the United States Supreme 

Court rules otherwise."J34 (The California Court of Appeal differs from the Ninth 

Circuit on this issue). \3S This court differs from the California Court of Appeal by 

131 197 C;u.. App. 4th 489, 494 (Cal. Ct. App. 2011). 

132 ld. at 499-500. 

133 Brown, 197 Cal. App. 4th at 499. 

134 ld. at 503. 

13S See Kilgore, 2012 WL 718344. 
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majntainjng that public injunctive relief cases are arbitrable but that the relief is 

not waivable under state law. 

Citi may hold Hudson to the parties' Arbitration Agreement. The aIbitral 

forum, though, may not limit Hudson's rights and remedies unless allawing a right 

or remedy would fundamentally interfere with the aIbitration. For reasons 

explained above, this case differs from the situation the Concepcion court 

confronted. Hudson's UPTA claim for public injunctive relief may proceed in 

arbitration. 

b. The AAA Rules Give the Arbitrator Broad 
Discretion in Awarding Relief. 

The Arbitration Agreement states that it follows the American Arbitration 

Association (AAA) rules and procedures.136 The AAA rules further convince the 

court that arbitral forum is equipped to award public injunctive relief in this case if 

warranted. The Arbitration Agreement states that tle arbitrator "will follow 

procedures and rules of the arbitration firm ... unless those procedures and rules 

are inconsistent with this Agreement, in which case this Agreement will prevail." 

Because the Agreement is not enforceable to the extent that it attempts to 

extinguish Hudson's statutory rights, the court considers the AAA rules in full. 

136 The Agreement also lists JAMS and the National Arbitration Forum (NAF) as 
allowable arbitration firms, but in 2005 Citi removed JAMS as an option and NAF 
does not conduct consumer arbitration any longer. Consent Judgment, Minnesota 
v. Nat 'I Arbitration Forum, No. 27-CV-09-IS550 (Minn. Dist. Ct. July 17, 2009). 
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The AAA applies the Commercial Arbitration Rules and Mediation 

Procedures to consumer disputes such as the pending case.137 It also applies the 

Supplementary Procedures for Consumer-Related Disputes to this type of case, at 

the arbitrator's discretion.138 While the Supplementary Procedures are not 

mandatory in any particular case, the AAA applies these procedureB" to arbitration 

agreements "between individual consumers and businesses where the business has 

a staIidardized, systematic application of arbitration clauses with customers and 

where the terms and conditions of the purchase of standardized, consumable goods 

or services are non-negotiable or primarily non-negotiable in most or all of its 

terms, conditions, features, or choices.,,139 This provision descnoes the agreement 

between Citi and Hudson. The court therefore considers whether an arbitrator 

could award public injunctive relief under the Commercial Arbitration Rules and 

the Supplementary Procedures. 

The Commercial Arbitration Rules provide that an "arbitrator may grant 

any remedy or relief that the arbitrator deems just and equitable and within the 

scope of the agreement of the parties, including, but not limited to, specific 

137 See Consumer Arbitration, http://adr.org/aaalfaces/aoe/gc/consumer. 

138 ld. 

139 AAA Consumer-Related Disputes Supplementary Procedures, Introduction. 
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perfonnance of a contract.,,140 This broad discretion means that the arbitrator 

could award 'the injunctive relief Hudson requests. Though the rule limits the 

relief to "the scope of the agreement," the court has already found that the 

Agreement cannot extinguish Hudson's UTP A remedies. 

The Supplementary Procedures, which the AAA crafted for specifically the 

type of arbitration agreement at issue here, state the arbitrator's discretion even 

more broadly: "The aIbitrator may grant any remedy, relief or outcome that the 

parties could have received in COurt.,,141 This rule lacks the "scope of the 

agreement" caveat of the Commercial Arbitration Rules. Further, the AAA states 

that when the Commercial Dispute Resolution Procedures and the Supplementary 

. Procedures conflict, the aIbitrator should follow the Supplementary Procedures. 141 

The AAA rules suggest that Hudson could effectively vindicate her private 

attorney general claim in an arbitral forum. If Hudson prevails in aIbitration and 

the arbitrator awards public injunctive relief, tPis court could enforce the award. 

Co Bamicll v. Kelllli Peninsula Borough School District. 

Citi cites Bamica v. Kenai Peninsula Borough School District for the 

proposition that arbitration agreements generally "supersede statutory judicial 

140 Commercial Arbitration Rules and Mediation Procedures, at 37, R-47. 

141 Supplemental Procedures, C-7 (Rules effective Sep. 15,2005). 

142 Supplemental Procedures, C-l(a). 
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remedies.,,143 The court agrees that Bamica does not preclude compelled 

arbitration of UTP A claims but notes that under Bamica an arbitral remedy must 

be an effective substitute for a judicial remedy. 

Before Bamica, the Alaska Supreme Court held in Public Safety Employees 

Ass'n v. State ("Public Scifety") that when a statute expressly made its "rights and 

remedies" non-waivable, the court would not enforce an arbitration agreement 

under which a party could not obtain statutory remedies. l44 The Public Safety 

court addressed the Uniform Residential Landlord Tenant Act (URLTA). The 

URLTA stated that neither a tenant nor landlord could "agreeD to waive or to 

forego rights or remedies under [the URLTA],,14S and provided substantial 

remedies (injunctive relief and special damages) that the arbitration agreement at 

issue would have foreclosed. 

In Bamica, the court considered the Public Safety holding when it 

addressed whether a former school employee's binding arbitration agreement 

precluded his statutory claim under Alaska's Human Rights Act. Unlike the 

URLTA, the Human Rights Act did not contain a non-waiver provision. 

, 
143 Bamica v. Kenai Peninsula Borough School Dist., 46 P.3d 974, 979 (Alaska 
2002). 

144 Public Safety Employees Ass 'n v. State, 658 P.2d 769,774-75 (Alaska 1983). 

145 ALASKA STAT. § 34.03.040(a). 
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The Barnica court explained that after the Public Safety decision, the U.S. 

Supreme Court had voiced a stronger arbitration-friendly stance.l46 In Gilmer v. 

Interstate/Johnson Lane Corp., the Supreme decided that an arbitration agreement 

superseded a federal statute "unless Congress itself has evinced an intention to 

preclude a waiver of judicial remedies for the statutory rights at issue."147 The 

Alaska Supreme Court reasoned analogously. It considered that the Human Rights 

Act, like the statute at issue in Gilmer and rmlike the URLTA, "provides both for 

administrative and judicial remedies" and seemed generally consistent with 

arbitral as well as judicial resolution. l48 The Barnica court concluded that "a 

claim subject to an agreement to arbitrate for which an independent statutory 

judicial remedy is also available must be arbitrated, unless the history and 

structure of the statute in question indicate that the legislature intended to preclude 

waiver of the judicial remedy in favor of the arbitral forum.. "149 

The UTPA non-waiver clause differs slightly from the URLTA non-waiver 

clause. While the URLTA prohibits agreements that ''waive or to forego rights or 

remedies" under the Act, the UTP A states that a consumer may not waive "the 

146 Barnica, 46 P.3d at 979-80. 

147Id. at 979, quoting Gilmer, 500 U.S. at 26. 

148 Id. at 979. 

149 111. at 977. 
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provisions" of the UTP A. The statements are similar but the UTP A phrasing is 

less specific and the Barnica and Public Safety courts made a point of noting that 

the URLTA's non-waiver provision applies "not only to rights, but to remedies, 

under the act.,,150 

The court notes that lfUTPA's non-waiver clause precluded arbitration of 

UTPA claims, then the FAA would supersede Barnica and preempt Hudson's 

UTP A claim, As discussed in section IV.F .2, the fact that UTP A refers to the 

right to bring a "civil action" or "action"m does not necessarily mean that the 

statute guarantees a right to litigate UTP A claims. 152 

The court interprets UTPA's non-waiver provision in a manner that 

attempts to give meaningful effect to the provision without contravening federal 

law. As discussed in section IVF, it finds that UTPA's non-waiver cllillse does not 

preclude waiver of a judicial remedy but rather guarantees the ability to effectively 

vindicate U'IPA's provisions. Accordingly, Hudson must be able to pursue public 

injunctive relief in an arbitral fonun. This conclusion is consistent with the 

Barnica court, which stated that when an arbitration agreement waives statutory 

ISO ld. at 978, citing Public Safety Employees Ass 'n, 658 P.2d at 774. 

lSI ALASKA STAT. §§ 45.50.531, .535. 

152 CompuCredit Corp., 132 S. Ct. at 670-72. 
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remedies, the "substitute remedies" must be "fair, reasonable, and efficacious. ,,153 

If the court enforced the Arbitration Agreement restrictions that limit Hudson to 

individual relief, Hudson would have no chance to "efficacious[ly]" resolve her 

private attorney general claim. 

4. Justice Thomas' Concurrence and FAA Application in 
State Court 

Justice Thomas's separate concurrence in Concepcion, a 5-4 decision, 

suggested that he may have maintained his skepticism about whether the FAA 

applies in state court. If this were the case, Hudson argues, the Court would have 

decided Concepcion differently if the case had arisen in state rather than federal 

court. The court requested further briefing on this issue.1S4 

As Citi points out, the Marmet Health Care decision resolves this issue 

because it is a per curiam decision and begins, "State and federal courts must 

enforce the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA)."1SS In Marmet, the Court vacated a 

West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals decision as inconsistent with 

Concepcion. Justice Thomas did not concur separately or dissent. Though Justice 

Thomas has not specifically revisited his earlier statements about the FAA's 

1S3 Barnica, 46 P.3d at 981 (quotation omitted). 

154 Order, at 5-10 (March 1,2012). 

ISS 132 S.Ct 1201, 1202 (2012). 
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applicability in state court, the fact the Court's post-Concepcion decision on FAA 

preemption was unanimous convinces this court that it would not be useful to 

contemplate the hypothetical question of how the Court would treat Hudson's case 

differently in light ofits state court roots. 

G. Defendants Did Not Waive the Right to Arbitrate. 

Citi did not waive its right to compel arbitration of the pending case. 

Hudson argues that by choosing to litigate its debt collection claim against her in 

Kenai District Court, Citi waived its right to compel arbitration of her subsequent 

claim that it overcharged her attorney fees for the litigation. l56 Citi does not 

appear to dispute that it waived arbitration on the debt collection claim it 

litigated.157 Accordingly, Hudson contends that her claim is an extension ofCiti's 

debt collection claim. Citi, she argues, demonstrated "direct, unequivocal conduct 

that indicated its purpose to abandon [its] right to demand arbitration" of issues 

directly related to Citi's prior claim. 151 Despite Citi's claim to the contrary, the 

court, not the arbitrator, should determine whether Citi waived arbitration.1S9 

156 Pl.'s Memo., at 10-11. 

157 See Citi's Reply, at 19-20. 

158 PI.'s Reply at 21, citing Puwers v. United Servs. Auto Ass 'n, 6 P.3d 294, 299 
(Alaska 2000). 

159 PI.'s Reply, at 23 n. 70; see also Blood v. Kenneth A. Murray Ins., Inc. 151 
P.3d 428,430 (Alaska 2006) (deciding a party's arbitration waiver argument). 
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The court will find that a party impliedly waived its right to arbitrate if the 

party's actions demonstrate "clear and unambiguous" intent to give up the right. 

This can occur through actions "inconsistent with any other intention than a 

waiver, or where neglect to insist upon the right results in prejudice to another 

party." However, if the court finds waiver based on prejudicial neglect, it must 

still find "conduct indicating a purpose to abandon the right." 160 

Hudson argues that Citi waived its right to arbitrate because it sued her in 

state court and obtained a default judgment for her credit card debt.161 Though 

Citi waived its right to arbitrate the specific dispute-Hudson's debt-by litigating 

it, 162 the more difficult question is whether Citi's decision to sue Hudson for her 

debt waived its right to arbitrate her countersuit based on a dispute about the debt 

collection claim. 

A party may waive the right to arbitrate issues substantially related to those 

it litigated. For instance, Hudson cites a Seventh Circuit decision addressing a 

situation in which plaintiffs re-filed and moved to arbitrate the same substantive 

160 Powers v. United Services Auto. Ass 'n, 6 P.3d 294, 299 (Alaska 2000). 

161 Pl.'s Memo., at 10. 

162 E.g. Nicholas v. KBR, Inc., 565 F.3d 904, 907 (5th Cir. 2009) ("[W]aiver will 
be found when the party seeking arbitration substantially invokes the judicial 
process to the detriment or prejudice of the other party .'') (citation omitted); see 
also Pl.'s Memo. at 11-12 n. 38 and cases therein. 
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claims that a court had already dismissed. The court explained that when a party 

has "litigate[d] substantial issues going to the merits of [its] current claims" it 

cannot "restly[e]" the claim and "presentO it for arbitration."I63 But that is not the 

case here. Citi is not re-filing a claim against Hudson. Further, neither the parties 

nor the court substantively addressed the attorney fees issue in the debt collection 

case. Hudson points out that the arbitration agreement states that either party may 

elect arbitration of a claim ''unless a trial has begun or a final judgment has been 

entered."I64 Again, though, this supports her waiver argument only if her pending 

claim is the same as Citi's claim against her. Citi points out that Hudson ''waited 

until after [the Kenai case] was completed" to bring her claim, rather than 

appearing and contesting the fees during Citi's case.165 Had she raised this issue 

earlier, Hudson would have a stronger argument that Citi waived arbitration in this 

case. l66 As Citi says, it had no notice of the attorney fees issue during its debt 

collection litigation. Because Citi's decision to address Hudson's debt in court 

163 See Grumhaus v. Comerica Secwities, Inc., 223 F.3d 648,652 (7th Cir. 2000). 

164 PI. 's Reply at 23. citing Arbitration Agreement (Walters Aff., Exhibit, p. 2, 
column 2). 

165 Citi's Reply, at 20-21. 

166 Hudson does cite one case that is more on point, but it is an unpublished 
opinion. See Schon/eldt v. Blue Cross o/California, 2002 WL 4771, at *4 (Cal. Ct. 
App. 2d Dist. 2002). 
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was not inconsistent with the intent to arbitrate other issues, it did not waive its 

right to arbitrate future disputes. 

H. The Court Grants ALO'a Motion to Compel Arbitration aDd 
Stays Hudson'S Claims against ALO. 

ALO moves to join Citi's Motion to Compel Arbitration. The court grants 

ALO's motion because ALO is Citi's representative in relation to this claim. The 

Arbitration Agreement states that claims against Citi are subject to arbitration as 

well as "Claims made by or against anyone connected with [Citi] or [the 

cardholder] ... such as ... an employee, agent, representative ... . ,,167 ALO was 

acting as Citi' s attorney, and therefore representative, in the debt collection claim 

against Hudson. The Agreement therefore encompasses a claim against ALO. 

Hudson argues that the ALO is not a representative of Citi but instead an 

independent contractor. She argues that as a non-signatory to the Agreement and a 

non-representative, ALO cannot invoke the arbitration provision. 168 Further, she 

argues that ALO's conduct~king the allegedly excessive attorney fees--is not 

related to Citi and Hudson's agreement. This argument is not persuasive. An 

167 Walters Aff., Exhibit 2. 

168 PI. 's Memo. at 15. 
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attorney working as a debt collector for a credit card issuer is the issuer's 

repi-esentative.l69 

Hudson further protests that Citi and ALO have produced no proof (e.g., an 

explicit contract) of their agency relationship.170 That ''proof'' is not necessary. 

An attorney's representative role is inherent to the attomey-client relationship.171 

Further, as ALO discusses in its supplemental brief, Hudson supports her 

argument on this issue with cases that address a non-signatory party's attempt to 

enforce an arbitration agreement on estoppel grounds.172 ALO does not, and does 

not need to, argue estoppel; the Arbitration Agreement expressly encompasses 

ALO. The court grants ALO's request for relief. 

V. CONCLUSION 

For the reasons explained above, the court grants Citi's Motion to Compel 

Arbitration and to Stay Action and denies Hudson's Cross-Motion for Summary 

Judgment. Citi validly added the Arbitration Agreement under South Dakota law 

169 ALO's Reply to PI.'s Opp. to Mot. to Compel Arbitration & Opp. to Cross
Mot. P.S.J., at 2-3 (Oct. 25,2011), citing Hodson v. Javitch, Block & Rathbone, 
LLP, 531 F. Supp. 2d 827, 831 (N.D. Ohio 2008), Morrow v. Soeder, 2006 WL 
2855024 (B.D. Mo. Oct. 3, 2006). 

170 PI. 's Reply, at 28. 

171 See ALO's Supp. Brief, at 3 (Dec. 6, 2011); see also AfI. Clayton Walker,. 4 
(Oct. 25, 2011). 

172Id. at 2. 
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and the Agreement encompasses Hudson's claims and is largely enforceable under 

Alaska law. However, the court grants Citi's motion with the important caveat 

that the Arbitration Agreement's restriction on Hudson's right to request public 

injunctive relief under AS 45.50.535 is unenforceable. Under Alaska law, Hudson 

cannot waive this right. Under Concepcion, thougli, the Arbitration Agreement's 

class action waiver is valid and Hudson must proceed in arbitration individually. 

Hudson also must arbitrate her claim for damages under AS 45.50.531(a). 

Regarding the parties' other arguments, the court finds that Citi did not 

waive its right to compel arbitration in this case because its debt collection action 

against Hudson in Kenai District Court was a separate action in which it had no 

notice of the claims Hudson now raises. Finally, the court grants ALO's request 

for relief. Hudson's claims against ALO are stayed and must proceed to 

arbitration in the HudsonlCiti arbitration. 

Dated this 30th day of April, 2012, at Anchorage, Alaska. 
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CYNTHIA STEWART, 
on behalf of herself 
and all others similarly situated, 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

l\.1IDLAND FUNDNG, L~C, 
ALASKA LAW OFFICES, INC, and 
CLAYTON WALKER, 

f;Y:_ ,." ,-:----. 
... ·:f" ~1 Y CL; c:--
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) 

Case No. 3AN-l1-12054 CI 
Defendants. 

FIRST AMENDED CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 

COMES NOW Cynthia Stewart, by and through counsel, the Northern Justice 

Project, LLC, and as her complaint against the defendants alleges and requests relief as 

follows: 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Defendants have a pattern and practice of seeking attomey's fees against 

defaulted consumers in debt collection cases that grossly exceed the amount allowed 

under the Alaska Rnles of Civil Procedure. Defendants' practice violates Alaska's 

Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer Protection Act ("UTP A j, AS 45.50.471 et seq. 

This class action is brought to put an end to defendants' illegal practice. 

FIRST AMENDED CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 
Stewart. d aI. v. Midland Funding LLC., aL, Case No. 3AN-11-12054 CI 
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JURISDIcnON AND VENUE 

2. This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to AS 22.10.020. 

3. Venue is proper tmder AS 22.10.030 and Civil Rule 3(c). 

PARTIES 

4. Plaintiff Cynthia Stewart is a resident of Anchorage. 

5. Defendant Midland Funding LLC ("Midland") is a "debt collector" 

tmder the U1P A and the federal Fair Debt Collection Practices Act ("FDCPA H). 

6. Alaska Law Offices, Inc. ("ALO") is an Anchorage law finn which 

regularly engages in the collection of debts. ALO is a "debt collector" under the UTP A 

and the fedecaI Fair Debt Collection Practices Act ("FDCPA',). ALO regularly 

represents Midland in debt collection cases filed in Alaska's courts. 

7. Clayton Walker is a lawyer in Anchorage, the owner of ALO, and a 

"debt collector" under the UTPA and the FDCPA Wallcer regularly engages in the 

collection of debts. 

FACfS AND GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 

8. Defendants sued plaintiff for an alleged debt in 2010 in Anchorage 

District Court, Case No. 3AN-IO-12SSS CI. Defendants averred that plaintiff owed 

Midland $3,655.37. 

9. Plaintiff did not respond to the complaint and on or about December 30, 

20 I 0, defendants moved to default plaintiff. In moving to default plaintiff, defendants 

filed an Affidavit of Actual Attorney Fees (hereafter "Affidavit"). In their Affidavit, 

FIRST AMENDED CLASS ACllON COMPLAINr 
Stewart, eI aI. y. MidlandFrmdlng LLC eI aI., Case No. 3AN-11-120S4 CI 
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defendants averred that their "actual attorney fees charged in this case are $739.04." 

Defendants further averred that "$739.04 exceed the Alaska'Civil Rule 82 undisputed 

attorney's fees default rate of 10%. Accordingly, the attorney's fees under Alaska 

Rule 82 should be $365.53." 

10. Plaintiff is informed and believes and thereupon alleges that the $739.04 

in "actual attorney fees" averred by the defendants in the Affidavit was based upon a 

contingency fee agreement between the defendants. 

11. Based on defendants' Affidavit, the court awarded defendants $371.04 in 

attorney's fees against the plaintiff. 

12. Under Alaska Civil Rule 82(b)(4), when judgment is entered by default, 

a plaintiff may recover "its reasonable actual fees which were necessarily inCU1Ted" or 

10% of the judgment, whichever is less. 

13. It is well settled under Alaska law that a contingency fee agreement is 
, 

not a proper measure of the "reasonable actual fees" inCU1Ted by a party in a lawsuit. 

Rather, ''reasonable actual fees" must be determined according to the number of hours 

actually worked on the case and the attorney's reasonable hourly rate. 

14. Defendants' Affidavit injured plaintiff. By wrongfully basing the 

asserted "actual attorney fees" of $739.04 on a contingency fee agreement, as opposed 

to the number of hours typically spent by debt collecting lawyers in prosecuting a 

consumer default, defendants obtained an inflated judgment against plaintiff. 

FIRST AMENDED CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 
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15. Plaintiff is informed and believes that defendants have filed hundreds of 

similar affidavits in Alaska's courts over the past several years, injuring hundreds of 

other Alaskans in the same way that they injured plaintiff. 

16. By seeking and collecting attorney's fees in excess of the amount 

permitted by law, defendants violated the UTPA. 

CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS 

17. Plaintiff brings this complaint on her own behalf and on behalf of all 

persons similarly situated, pursuant to Rule 23 of the Alaska Rules of Civil Procedure. 

18. The class is defined as: All individuals against whom defendants 

obtained a default judgment including attorney's fees since November 9, 2009. 

19. All requirements of Rule 23(a) are met in this case. Specifically, 

a. The class is so numerous that joinder of all members is impracticable. 

The number of individuals in the above-defined class, although presently 

unknown, is believed to be in the hundreds. 

b. There are questions of law or fact common to the class: Whether 

defendants violated the Alaska Rules of Civil Procedure and/or the UTP A by 

obtaining attorney fees against defaulted consumers in the aforesaid fashion. 

c. The claims of the representative party are typical of those of the class. 

d. The representative party will fairly and adequately represent the class. 

Neither the representative plaintiff nor her counsel have interests which might 

cause them not to vigorously pursue this action. 

FIRST AMENDED CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 
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20. Certification of a class under Alaska Civil Rule 23(bX3) is appropriate 

because: 

a. The questions of law or fact common to the members of the class 

predominate over any questions affecting only individual class members; and 

b. A class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and 

efficient adjudication of this controversy since: (1) the class is readily definable 

and should be easily identified by examination of defendants' records; (2) 

prosecution of this case as a class action will eliminate the possibility of 

repetitious litigation and will provide redress for claims which otherwise would 

be too sma1l to support the expense of individual litigation against defendants; 

(3) undersigned counsel are aware of no other pending class actions regarding 

the subject matter in this case; (4) it is desirable to concentrate the litigation of 

these claims in Anchorage because, upon information and belief: the majority 

of class members are in Anchorage; and (5) there are no problems which will 

make this case difficult to manage as a class action. 

COUNT I: VIOLATION OF UTPCPA 

21. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference the allegations in each of 

the preceding paragraphs. 

22. By seeking and collecting attorney's fees in excess of the amount 

permitted by law, defendants have violated the UTP A. 

FIRST AMENDED CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 
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23. Plaintiff and the putative class members have been injured by 

defendants' unfair actions. 

24. Plaintiff and the putative class members are entitled to actua1 and/or 

statutory damages. 

25. Plaintiff and the putative class members also seek an injunction against 

defendants in accord with the UTP A whereby defendants are ordered to cease and 

desist from their illegal conduct; ordered to file corrected judgments; and ordered to 

disgorge to all class members any and all illegal fees that were obtained. 

COUNT IT: DECLARATORY RELIEF 

26. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by reference the allegations in each of 

the preceding paragraphs. 

27. Plaintiff contends that defendants' practices violate the Alaska Civil 

Rules and the UTP A. Defendants deny the same. This Court should enter declaratory 

and injunctive relief on the parties' dispute and should order defendants to cease and 

desist from their illegal conduct; order defendants to file corrected judgments; and 

order defendants to disgorge to all class members any and all illegal fees that were 

obtained. 

PRAYER FOR RElJEF 

WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays the Court to order a speedy hearing and advance 

this matter on the calendar, pursuant to Civil Rule S7(a), and award the following 

relief: 

FIRST AMENDED CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 
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(1) Certification of the proposed class; 

(2) Declaratory and injunctive relief as prayed for above; 

(3) A judgment awarding plaintiff and the class members three times their 

actual damages or statutory damages, whichever is greater; 

(4) An award to the plaintiff of her costs and expenses of litigation; 

(5) An award to plaintiff of her full attorney's fees; and 

(6) Any such other and further relief as this Court may deem just under the 

circumstances. 

es 1. Da . , r., 9412140 
oriune Dudukgian, AK Bar No. 0506051 

Ryan Fortson, AK Bar 0211043 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICI 

I hereby certify that on this dale a 1rue 
and comet copy of the folegoiDg was 
served via U.S. Mail on: 

Alaska Law Offices Inc. 
921 W. Sixth Avenue, Suite 200 
Ancbmage, AK 99501 

Clayton Walker 
921 W. Sixth Avenue, Suite 200 
Anchorage, AK 99501 

Midl8IId Funding LLC 
&815 Aero Dr. Suite 200 
San Diego, CA 92193 
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Jon S. Dawson 
DavidMHymas 
DAVIS WRIGHr 1REMAINE LLP 
701 West 8th Avenue, Suite 800 
Anchorage, AK. 99501 
(907) 257-5300 

Attorneys for Midland Funding, LLC 
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IN TIIE SUPERIOR COURT FOR TIIE STATE OF ALASKA 

TlllRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE 

CYNTHIA STEWART, 
on behalf of herself 
and all others similarly situated, 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

MIDLAND FUNDING, LLC, 
ALASKA LAW OFFICES, INC, 
and CLAYTON WALKER, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Case No. 3AN-11-12054 CI 

ANSWER TO FIRST AMENDED CLASS ACfION COMPLAINT 

Defendant Midland Funding, LLC (''Midland'') answers the First Amended 

Complaint as follows: 

1. Defendants have a pattern and practice of seeking attorney's fees against 

defilultcd consumers in debt collection cases that grossly exceed the amount allowed 

under the Alaska Rules of Civil Procedure. Defendants' practice violates Alaska's Unfair 

Trade Practices and Consumer Protection Act (''UTPA "), AS 45.50.471 et seq. This 
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• • 
class action is brought to put an end to defendants' illegal practice. 

ANSWER: Paragraph 1 states legal conclusions to whieh no answer is 

required. Insofar as paragraph 1 alleges facts to which an answer is required, those 

allegations are denied. 

2. This court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to AS 22.10.020. 

ANSWER: Denied in that arbitration is the proper forum Cor this dispute. 

3. Venue is proper under AS 22.10.030 and Civil Rule 3(c). 

ANSWER: Denied in that arbitration is the proper forum Cor this dispute. 

4. Plaintiff Cynthia Stewart is a resident of Anchorage. 

ANSWER: Midland lacks information snfiicient to form a belief as to the 

truth or falsity of the allegations contained in Paragraph 4 and on that basis denies 

them. 

5. Defendant Midland Funding LLC (''Midland'') is a "debt collector" under 

the UTPA and the federal Debt Collection Practices Act (''FDCPA''). 

ANSWER: Paragraph 5 states a legal conclusion to whieh no answer is 

required. Insofar as paragraph 5 alleges Cacts to which an answer is required, those 

allegations are denied. 

6. Alaska Law Offices, Inc. (" ALO',) is an Anchorage law fum which 

regularly engages in the collection of debts. ALO is a "debt collector" under the UTP A 

and the federal Debt Collection Practices Act ("FDCPA''). ALO regularly represents 

Stewart v. Midland Funding eI aJ., Case No. 3AN·1l-120S4 CI 
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• • 
Midland in debt collection cases filed in Alaska's courts. 

ANSWER: The allegations contained in Paragraph 6 are directed at 

defendants other than Midland and accordingly no answer from Midland is 

required. To the extent that an answer is required, Midland answers the first and 

third sentences of Paragraph 6 by admitting that ALO has represented Midland in a 

number of debt coUection cases. All other aUegations in those sentences are denied. 

The second sentence of Paragraph 6 states a legal conclusion to which no answer is 

required. Insofar as the second sentence aUeges facts to which an answer is 

required, those allegations are denied. 

7. Clayton Walker is a lawyer in Anchorage, the owner of ALO, and a "debt 

collector" under the UTP A and the FDCP A Walker regularly engages in the collection 

of debts. 

ANSWER: The allegations contained in Paragraph 7 are directed at 

defendants other than Midland and accordingly no answer from Midland is 

required. To the extent that an answer is required, Midlaud admits that Clayton 

Walker is an Anchorage attorney with ALO. The allegation that Clayton Walker is 

a "debt collector" under the UTP A and the FDCP A states a legal condusion to 

which no answer is required, but insofar as this allegation contains facts to which an 

answer is required, the allegation is denied. Midland lacks information sufficient to 

Stewart v. Midland Funding et aI., Case No. 3AN-II-12054 CI 
ANSWER TO FIRST AMENDED CLASS ACTION COMPLAlNT Page 3 of 12 
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form a belief as to the truth or falsity of aDy other allegations contained In 

Paragraph 7 aDd on that basis denies them. 

8. Defendants sued plaintiff for an alleged debt in 2010 in Anchorage District 

Court, Case No. 3AN-10-12SSS CL Defendants averred that plaintiff owed Midland 

$3655.37. 

ANSWER: MidlaDd admits that suit was brought on behalf of Midland 

Funding by ALO aDd that ALO tiled a complaint alleging that Plaintiff owed 

Midland 53655.37. All other allegations in Paragraph 8 are denied. 

9. Plaintiff did not respond to the complaint and on or about December 30, 

2010, defendants moved to default plaintiff. In moving to default plaintiff, defendants 

tiled an Affidavit of Actual Attorney's Fees (hereafter "Affidavit''). In their Affidavit, 

defendants averred that their "actual attorney's fees charged in this case are $739.04." 

Defendants further averred that "739.04 exceeded the Alaska Civil Rule 82 undisputed 

attorney's fees default rate of 10%. Accordingly, the attorney's fees under Alaska Rule 

82 should be $365.53." 

ANSWER: Midland admits the first sentence. Midland admits that ALO 

{"lied the Affidavit. MidlUJd admits that the Affidavit stated what the Affidavit 

stated. All other allegations in Paragraph 9 are denied • 

10. Plaintiffis informed and believes and thereupon alleges that the $739.04 in 

"actual attorney's fees" averred by the defendants in the Affidavit was based upon a 

StewQT/V. Midland FJllUiingel aI .• Case No. 3AN-ll·120S4 CI 
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contingency fee agreement between the defendants. 

ANSWER: Midland admits that it had a contingency fee agreement with 

defendant Alaska Law Offices. Midland admits that the Affidavit stated what the 

Affidavit stated. Midland denies the remaining allegations in Paragraph 10. 

6 11. Based on defendants' Affidavit, the court awarded defendants $371.04 in 

7 

8 

9 

10 

attorney's fees against the plaintiff. 

ANSWER: Midland admits that court awarded S371.04 in attorney fees 

against the Plaintiff. Midland denies the remaining allegations in Paragraph 10. 

11 12. Under Alaska Civil Rule 82(b)(4), when judgment is entered by default, a 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

plaintiff may recover "its reasonable actual fees which were necessarily incurred" or 10% 

of the judgment, whichever is less. 

ANSWER: Paragraph 1Z states a legal conclusion to which no answer is 

required. 

17 13. It is well settled under Alaska law that a contingency fce agreement is not a 

proper measure of the "reasonable actual fees" incurred by a party in a lawsuit. Rather, 

"reasonable actual fees" must be determined according to the number of hours actually 

worked on the case and the attorney's reasonable hourly rate. 

ANSWER: Paragraph 13 states a legal conclusion to which no answer is 

required. 

14. Defendants' Affidavit injured plaintiff. By wrongfully basing the "actual 

Stewart 11. Midland Fvnding /It aI., Cas. No. 3AN-11-120S4 CI 
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attorney fees" of $739.04 on a contingency fee agreement, as opposed to the number of 

hours typically spent by debt collecting lawyers in prosecuting a consumer defauh, 

defendants obtained an inflated judgment against plaintiff. 

ANSWER: MidJand denies the first sentence of Paragraph 14. The balance 

of Paragraph 14 states a legal conclusion to which no answer is required. To the 

eItent that a response is required, Midland lacks Information sufficient to form a 

belief as to the truth or falsity of the allegations contained in Paragraph 14 and on 

that basis denies them. 

11 15. Plaintiff is informed and believes that defendants have filed hundreds of 

12 

13 

14 

15 

similar affidavits in Alaska' s courts over the past several years. injuring hundreds of 

other Alaskans in the same way that they injured plaintiff. 

ANSWER: Denied. 

16 16. By seeking and collecting attorney's fees in excess of the amount permitted 

17 by law. defendants violated the UTPA. 

18 
ANSWER: Paragraph 16 states a legal conclusion to which no answer is 

8: 19 
~ ,.. _ ~ ::1 required. To the extent a response is required, Midland denies the allegations. 
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CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS 

17. Plaintiff brings this complaint on her own behalf and on behalf of all 

person's similarly situated, pursuant to Rule 23 of the Alaska Rules of Civil Procedme. 

ANSWER: Midland admits that Plaintiff has brought this suit on her behalf. 

MidlaJad denies that this matter should be treated as a class action and denies that 

Plaintiff is a proper representative oCthe purported class. 

18. The class is defined as: All individuals against whom defendants obtained 

ajudgment including attorney's fees since November 9, 2009. 

ANSWER: Midland denies that this matter should be treated as a class 

action and that class certification is appropriate. 

19. All requirements of Rule 23(a) are met in this case. Specifically, 

a. The class is so numerous that the joinder of all members is 

impracticable. The number of individuals in the above-dcfincd class, although 

presently unknown, is believed to be in the hundreds. 

. b. There are questions of law or fact common to the class: Whether 

defendants violated the Alaska Rules of Civil Procedme and/or the UfP A by 

obtaining attorney fees against defaulted customers in the aforesaid fashion. 

c. The claims of the representative party will fairly and adequately 

represent the class. 

d. The representative party will fairly and adequately represent the 

Stewll1'f v. Midland Funding et aL. Case No. 3AN-1l-12054 Cl 
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class. Neither the representative plaintiff nor her counsel have interests which 

might cause them to not vigorously pursue this action. 

ANSWER: Paragraph 19 states legal conclusions to which no answer is 

required. To the extent that Paragraph 19 aUeges facts to which an answer is 

required, those BUegations are denied. Without limiting the preceding denial, 

Midiand denies that this matter should be treated as a class actioD and that class 

certification is appropriate. 

20. Certification of a class under Alaska Civil Rule 23(b )(3) is appropriate 

11 because: 

12 

13 

14 

IS 

16 

26 

a. The questions oflawor fact common to the members of the class 

predominate over any questions affecting only individual class members; and 

b. A class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and 

efficient adjudication of this controversy since: (1) the class is readily definable 

and should be easily identified by examination of defendants' records; (2) 

prosecution of this case as a class action will eliminate the possibility of 

repetitious litigation and will provide redress for claims which otherwise would be 

too small to support the expense of individual litigation against defendants; (3) 

undersigned counsel are aware of no other pending class actions regarding the 

subject matter in this case; (4) it is desirable to concentrate the litigation of these 

claims in Anchorage because, upon information and belief, the majority of class 

Srewarrv. MJdltmdFJlTlding el aL, Case No. 3AN-11-120S4 CI 
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members are in Anchorage; and (5) there are no problems which will make this 

case difficult to manage as a class action. 

ANSWER: Paragraph 20 states legal conclusions to which no answer is 

required. To the extent that Paragraph 20 aUeges facts to which an aDswer is 

required, those allegations are denied. Without limiting the preceding denial, 

Midland denies that this matter should be treated as a class action and that class 

certificationisappropria~ 

The remaining paragraphs in the First Amended Complaint consist of 

Plaintiff's demands in her prayer for relief. Midland denies that PIaintiffis entitled 

to any relief. Insofar as her prayer for relief is construed to allege facts for which aD 

answer is required, those allegations are denied. Except as specifically admitted 

above, aU other allegations in the First Amended Complaint are denied. 

AFFIRMATIVE AND OTHER DEFENSES 

1. The First Amended Complaint fails to state a claim, in whole or in part, for 

which relief may be granted. 

2. Plaintiff's claims are barred by her lack of ascertainable loss of money or 

property under AS 45.50.531. 

3. AS 45.50.471 does not apply because of the exemption under AS 

45.50.481. 

4. Midland has not provided goods or services as required by the UTP A. 

Stewart v. Midland FlI1Iding et aL. Case No. 3AN-!!·120S4 CI 
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5. Plaintiff's claims are barred by waiver and estoppel. 

6. To the extent that Plaintiff has suffered any damages, she has failed to 

mitigate those damages. 

7. Plaintiff's claims are barred by res judicata. 

8. Plaintiff's claims are barred by lack of subject matter jurisdiction. 

9. Plaintiff's claims are subject to arbitration, and the proper forum for 

resolution of this dispute is arbitration. 

10. Any damages alleged to have been suffered by Plaintiff were directly and 

proximately caused, in whole or in part, by the acts or omissions of Plaintiff or others not 

under Midland's control. As a result, Plaintiff's damages must be reduced in whole or in 

part under the doctrine of comparative fault. 

11. Plaintiff's damages, if any, were proximately caused by her negligence in 

exercising reasonable care for her financial obligations. 

12. Plaintiff's damages, ifany, are a direct result of Plaintiff's breach of 

contract 

13. Plaintiff's claims are barred by the doctrine of unclean hands. 

14. Plaintiff's injuries, if any, were proximately caused by the acts or omissions 

of third parties . 

Strtflarl Y. MIdland FJllUiingel aL, Case No. 3AN-11-12054 el 
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1 15. Any damages suffered by Plaintiff and members of the putative class 

2 

3 

4 

resulted from acts or omissions by parties other than Midland, for which Midland is not 

responsible. 

51 16. Some or all of Plaintiff's claims made individually or on behalf of the 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

putative class are subject to Midland's rights of set off; oftSet, or recoupment. Plaintiff 

and members of the putative class owe money to Midland as a result of debts that are 

unpaid or otherwise in default. 

17. Midland reserves the right to assert any additional affirmative defenses that 

may be discovered during the course of additional investigation and discovery. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Midland asks for the following relief: 

A. For an order dismissing the First Amended Complaint in its entirety with 

16 prejudice, and that Plaintiff take nothing; 

17 

18 

25 

26 

B. For an award of Midland's attorney fees and costs; and 

C. For such other and further relief as this Court deems just and equitable. 

Stewart v. Midland F""dlng et al., Case No. 3AN·ll·12054 CI 
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DA1ED this 11111 day ofJanuary, 2012. 

DAVIS WRIGHT 1REMAINE LLP 
Attorneys for Defendant Midland Funding, 

Certifjcl!!!! of Service 

On thc __ day oneuary, 2012, a 
Inle lIIId cmrect copy of1ll. foregoing 
document was .ent by u.s. Man, postage 
paid, to the following party: 

lam .. 1. Davis, lr. 
Northern lustice Project 
310 K Strm, Suite 200 
Anchorage, AK 99501 

Marc Wilbcltn 
Richmond & QuiDn 
360 K 8tJect, Suite 200 
Anchorage, AK 99501 

By: 
--~KuUm~'~Ch~am~~---------

LLC 

By: 

Stewartv. lduilandFundinget aJ.. CaocNo. 3AN-11-12054 CI 

No. 1005011 
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IN 1HE SUPERIOR COURT FOR TIIE STATE OF ALASKA 

TIDRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORA~EP 
.. rn 

CYNTHIA STEWART, on behalf of 
herself and all others similarly situated, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

MIDLAND FUNDING, LLC, ALASKA 
LAW OFFICES, INC., and CLAYTON 
WALKER, 
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Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 3AN-1l-12054 CI 

------------------------) 

ANSWER TO FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 

COME NOW defendants, ALASKA LAW OFFICES, INC. ("ALO") and 

CLAYTON WALKER, by and through counsel, RICHMOND & QUINN, and for 

answer to plaintiff's First Amended Complaint, admit, deny and allege as follows: 

1. With regard to paragraph 1 of plaintiff's complaint, answering 

defendants deny the allegations contained therein. 

2. With regard to paragraph 2 of plaintiff's complaint, answering 

defendants deny the allegations contained therein, for the reason that this action is 

subject to arbitration. 

3. With regard to paragraph 3 of 'plaintiff's complaint, answering 

defendants admit the allegations contained herein. 
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4. With regard to paragraph 4 of plaintiff's complaint, answering 

defendants admit the allegations contained herein. 

S. With regard to paragraph 5 of plaintiff's complaint, answering 

defendants state that the allegations contained therein are directed at defendants other 

than answering defendants and accordingly no answer is requiJ"ed. 

6. With regard to paragraph 6 of plaintiff's complaint, answering 

defendants admit that ALO regularly engages in the collection of debts and is a "debt 

collector" under the FDCP A. They also admit that ALO regularly represents Midland 

in debt collection cases filed in Alaska's courts. Defendants deny the remaining 

allegations in this paragraph because "debt collector" is not a defined term under the 

UTPA. 

7. With regard to paragraph 7 of plaintiff's complaint, answering 

defendants admit the allegations contained in this paragraph, except they deny that 

Walker is a "debt collector" under the UTP A because "debt collector" is not a defined 

term under the UTP A. 

8. With regard to paragraph 8 of plaintiff's complaint, answering 

defendants admit the allegations contained therein. 

9. With regard to paragraph 9 of plaintiff's complaint, answering 

defendants admit the allegations contained therein. 

ANSWER TO FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 
Stewart VB. Al!!Ska Law Offices. Inc., et aJ.: Case No. 3AN-1l-12054 CI 
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10. Wrth regard to paragraph 10 of plaintiff's complaint, an~ering 

defendants admit that the statements regarding "actual attorney's fees" in the Affidavit 

were based upon ALO's contingency fee agreement with Midland. 

11. With regard to paragraph 11 of plaintiff's complaint, answering 

defendants admit the court awarded Midland $371.04 in. attorney's fees against 

plaintiff; but is without sufficient knowledge and information with respect to whether 

the court based or limited its ruling on the affidavit, and accordingly denies the same. 

12. Wrth regard to paragraph 12 of plaintiff's complaint, answering 

defendants admit the allegations contained herein. 

13. WIth regard to paragraph 13 of plaintiff's complaint, answering 

defendants deny the allegations contained herein. 

14. With regard to paragraph 14 of plaintiff's complaint, the allegations state 

a legal conclusion, to which no response is required. 

15. With regard to paragraph 15 of plaintiff's complaint, answering 

defendants admit that answering defendants have filed similar affidavits requesting a 

10% fee award over the past several years, and this amount would have exceeded one 

hundred. The allegations in this paragraph are otherwise denied. 

16. With regard to paragraph 16 of plaintiff's complaint, answering 

defendants deny the allegations contained herein. 

ANSWER TO FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 
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.- CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS 

17. WIth regard to paragraph 17 of plaintiff's complaint, no response is 

required. 

18. With regard to paragraph 18 of plaintiff's complaint, no response is 

. required. Defendants deny that class certification is appropriate. 

19. With regard to paragraph 19 of plaintiff's compliant, answering 

defendants deny the allegations contained herein. 

20. With regard to paragraph 20 of plaintiff's complaint, answering 

defendants deny the allegations contained herein. 

COUNT I: VIOLATION OF UTPCP A 

21. With regard to paragraph 21 of plaintiff's complaint, answering 

defendants incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-20 of this answer. 

22. With regard to paragraph 22 of plaintiff's complaint, answering 

defendants deny the allegations contained herein. 

23. With regard to paragraph 23 of plaintiff's complaint, answering 

defendants deny the allegations contained herein. 

24. With regard to paragraph 24 of plaintiff's complaint, answering 

defendants deny the allegations contained herein. 

25. With regard to paragraph 25 of plaintiff's complaint, answering 

defendants deny the allegations set forth therein to the extent plaintiff asserts culpable 

ANSWER TO FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 
Stewart vs. Alaska Law Offices. Inc .. et al.: Case No. 3AN-II-12054 CI 
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conduct on the part of defendant, and deny that plaintiff and putative class members 

are entitled to injunctive relief. 

COUNT IT: DECLARATORY RELIEF 

26. With regard to paragraph 26 of plaintiffs romplaint, answering 

defendants incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-25 of this answer. 

27. With regard to paragraph 27 of plaintiffs complaint, answering 

defendants state that their practices follow the Alaska Civil Rules and do not violate 

the UTP A The allegations in this paragraph !jre otherwise denied. 

AFFIRMATIVE AND ADDmONAL DEFENSES 

By way of further answer and by way of: 

FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

Plaintiffs complaint fails to state a claim for relief. 

SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

Plaintiffs own conduct was comparatively negligent and such conduct should 

serve to reduce the plaintiff s damages, if any. 

'IHIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

Plaintiffs claims are barred by her lack of ascertainable loss of money or 

property under AS 45.50.531. 

FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

'AS 45.50.471 does not apply because of the exemption under AS 45.50.481. 

ANSWER TO FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 
Stewart vs. Alaska Law Offices, Inc .. ct al.: Case No. 3AN-1l-12054 CI 
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FIFI1l AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

Plaintiff has failed to mitigate her damages, if any. 

SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

Plaintiff's claims are barred by waiver and estoppel. 

SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

Plaintiff's claims are barred by res judicata. 

EIGH1H AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

Plaintiff's claims arc barred by lack of subject matter jurisdiction. 

NINTII AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

Plaintiff's claims are subject to arbitration, and the proper forum for resolution 

of this dispute is arbitration. 

FURTIIER AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

Answering defendants reserve the right to assert whatever other affirmative 

defenses andlor counterclaims may become available as discovery progresses. 

WHEREFORE, having answered the plaintiff's complaint, answering 

defendants pray that plaintiff's complaint be dismissed with prejudice; that plaintiff 

take nothing from answering defendants; that answering defendants be awarded their 

costs and attorney's fees incurred in defending this action; and for such other and 

further relief as this court deems just and equitable. 

ANSWER TO FIRST AMENDED COMPLAlNT 
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DA1ED this l!!!2 day ofJanuary, 2012, at Anchorage, Alaska. 

By: 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct 
7J.tJ:.e foregoing was served by mail this 

y ofJanuary, 2012 on: 

James J. Davis, Jr. 
Goriune Dudukgian 
Ryan H. Fortson 
Northern Justice Project 
310 K Street, Suite 200 
Anchorage, AK 99501 

David M Hymas 
Davis Wright Tremaine 
701 W. Sib Avenue, Suite SOO 
Anchorage, AK 99501 

(8;;{&~ 
RICHMOND & QUINN 

2331.003IPJd\Answer-I" Amended Complaint 

ANSWER. TO FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 

RICHMOND & QUINN 
Attorneys for Defendants 
Alaska Law Offices, Inc., and 
Clayton Walker 

Allison E. Gordon 
Alaska Bar No. 1005020 

Stewart vs. Alaska Law Offices. Inc .. et a1.: Case No. 3AN-11-12054 CI 
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Jon S. Dawson 
David M. Hymas 

, 

DAVIS WRIGHT TREMAlNE LLP 
701 West 8th Avenue, Suite 800 
Anchorage, AI( 99501 
(907) 257-5300 

Attorneys for Midland Funding, LLC 

,'. 

IN TIIE SUPERIOR COURT FOR TIlE STATE OF ALASKA 

T".dIRD JUDICIAL DISTRlCT AT ANCHORAGE 

CYNTHIA STEWART, 
on behalf of herself 
and all others similarly situated, 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

MIDLAND FUNDING, LLC, 
ALASKA LAW OFFICES, INC, 
and CLAYTON WALKER. 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Case No. 3AN-1l-12054 CI 

MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION AND STAY ACTION 

Defendant Midland Funding, LLC (''Midland''), moves pursuant to the Federal 

Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. §§1, et seq., and AS 09.43.330 and 09.43.340, for an Order 

compelling Plaintiff Cynthia Stewart (''Plaintiff') to arbitrate her claims in this action on 

an individual (Le., non-ciass, non-consolidated) basis, and to stay the instant action 

pending the outcome of the arbitration, on the ground that all ofPlaintifrs claims are 

subject to an arbitration agreement between Plaintiff and Midland. 
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This motion is supported by the Memorandum in Support, the Affidavit of Kyle 

Hannan, the Declaration for Records of Regularly Conducted Business Activity and 

documents produced with that Declaration, the Affidavit of Jon S. Dawson, and by the 

pleadings and record herein. 

DATED this.!f!::- day of April, 2012. 

Certificate of Service 

On the 9th day April, 2012, a 
true and comet copy of1l1. foregoing 
doc:umcut was sent by u.s. Mall, 
poslllge paid, to the following parties: 

James J. Davis, Jr. 
Northern Justice Project, LLC 
310 K St., Suile 200 
Anohorage, AX 99501 

Man: Wilhelm 
Richmond & Quinn 
360 K Street, Suile 200 
Anohorage, AX 99501 

MOT. TO COMPEL ARBITRATION -Plg.2of2 

DAVIS WRIGHT;H~[AlliIELLP 
~dlanftFunding, LLC 

By' 
'~n>a;~--

~skaBarNo. 8406022 

Stewart v. Midland Funding e/ al., Case No. 3AN-11-120S4 CI 
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• 
Jon S. Dawson 
David M. Hymas 
DAVIS WRIGHT 1REMAINE LLP 
701 West 8th Avenue, Suite 800 
Anchorage, AK 99501 
(907) 257-5300 

Attorneys for Midland Funding, LLC 

• 

IN TIlE SUPERIOR COURT FOR TIlE STATE OF ALASKA 

. THIRD ruDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE 

CYNTHIA STEWART, 
on behalf of herself and all 
others similarly situated, 

vs. 

Plamtiffs, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

MIDLAND FUNDING, LLC, 
ALASKA LAW OFFICES, INC, and 
CLAYTON WALKER, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Defendants. ) 
) 

Case No. 3AN-II-12054 CI 

NOTICE OF Fll..ING OF DECLARATION OF REGULARLY CONDUCfED 
BUSINESS ACfMTY 

Defendant Midland Funding, LLC, gives notice that it is filing the Declaration fur 

Records of Regularly Conducted Business Activity executed by Mariya A. Kharlamova, 

and certain documents produced therewith (Bates numbers MIDOOO7, MID0047, 

298 000799 
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MID0051-68, MID0088-0110) in support ofits Motion to Compel Arbitration and Stay 

Action. rl>_ 
DATED 1Dis t}!.:.;., of April, 2012. 

DAVIS WRIGJIT TRJim~ 
Attorneys for MiI~1i:l FI1lD9!ng,.y.. 

Ce!1jfjgtr; of Sc;vice 

On 1he 9th day Apri~ 2012, a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing 
document was sent by U.S. Mail, 
postage paid, to Ibe following parties: 

JIIIDCS J. Davis, Jr. 
Northern Justice Project, LLC 
310 K St., Suite 200 
Anchorage,AK 99501 

Man: Wilhelm 
Richmond 8< Quinn 
360 K Stn:et, Suite 200 
Anchorage, AK 99501 

By: Ka.r'~tl rJornlJl/S 
Karina Chambers 

A181SJ11l Bar No. 8406022 

NOTICI!OF FILING: KHARLAMOVADECLARATION AND DC>CUMEtm>-Poao2 of2 
Cynthia Slowart • . Midland FJDIding. UC.I..z.. CUe No. 3AN-11-120S4 CI 

! DWT 151239450>2 0095295-1100001 
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DECLARATION FOR RECORDS OF REGULARLY CONDUCTED BUSINESS ACTMTY 

Re: Notice of Records Depositions, md Subpoena 
for Taking Deposition and Exh. A thereto, in 
St~art v. Midland Funding UC, et aI., Case No. 
3AN-1l-120S4 Civil 

I, 1"\00<'i'l09, \'-~l&.~o--, declare that I am employed by CjM~tr&hjP 
(the "Bank") in the Ktl'" Departmentand am the ank's 
designated duly authorized Custodian of Records for documents and/or information 
produced under the above referenced legal order. The Bank reserves its right to designate 
another Custodian as it deems appropriate in the event an actual appearance is required 
concerning the records produced herein. 

The records produced herewith are true and correct copies of all of the Bank's documents 
that are responsive to the above-referenced Notice of Records Deposition and Subpoena 
served pursuant to the above referenced case. I certifY the authenticity of the records and 
that they were: 

A. Made at or near the time of the occurrence, condition, or event of the matters set 
forth by, or from information transmitted by, a person with knowledge of these 
matters. 

B. Kept in the course of regularly conducted activity. 

C. Made by the regularly conducted activity as a regular practice, by the personnel of 
the business. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the law(s) of the State of South Dakota that the 
foregoing is true and correct 

:r:~d'Yof {!]tR(e~ 
~fAu~ ... 

Easwdlau of ReSOI ds 

DWT IB861560¥2 0095295-000001 

GINAJ. ST!INEKE 
Notary Public 

StIlI Of SaUlh ~ Minllllhaha CcunIv 
Io\tCanrnllllan &ilIIes: Maral27,2015 
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